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Datacenter DR Exercise

• Required regularly for compliance with Audit requirements
• First - Simulate failure of CODA datacenter
  • June 10th – June 12th
    • Begin after business hours on 6/10
    • 24hr test period to fail applications to BCDC
    • Test ends on evening of 6/11
    • 24hr recovery period complete by evening of 6/12
    • Minimal service outage expected for core applications
      • o365, Canvas, Workday, OneUSG, Identity/SSO, Banner
    • Other applications may have longer outages.

• Second - Simulate failure of BCDC datacenter
  • Targeting late December window between 12/19 and 12/22

• Feedback?
  • mj@gatech.edu –or- bray.bonner@oit.gatech.edu